Sustainable Cleaning Systems

CASE STUDY

National Trucking Co.
seeks a better product
for cleaning spills
AT A GLANCE
CHALLENGES
Needs Better Absorbent
Needs New Cleaning Process
More Cost Effetive Cleanup
More Efficient Cleanup
Reduce Use of Cleaning Supplies

A major nationwide truck maintenance chain sought a better and more
versatile absorbent product for cleaning up spills. Additionally, they
wanted a better overall process for cleaning spills inside their
maintenance bays and around their facility.

THE CHALLENGES
•

Their facility initially used multiple cleaning options for spills in their
maintenance bays. Products included a clay granular, spill pads,
rags and a mop solution with degreasing solvent.

•

Their facility dealt with many different spills in their bays, the most
common being grease, oil, Diesel fluid, Hydraulic fluid and
antifreeze.

•

When the facility used the granular, pads or rags to clean up spills
the product would be disposed of in a spill containment barrel.
Once the barrel is full they paid a waste removal company to
remove the hazardous waste.

•

The spill pads and granular products did not fully absorb the spill
and lef a residue of hazardous material. This created more work as
they would use a mop and degreasing solvent to completely clean
the remaininng area.

•

Their granular was very dusty when poured onto the spill and also
left a chalky residue once removed. Breathing in the silica dust
brings up a safety risk as it can cause silicosis.

•

Using the mops on various spills caused excess spend as the mop
heads became damaged/worn out frequently.

GREENSORB BENEFITS
Removes Almost All Spills
Completely Encapsulates Spills
Reduces Costs of Supplies
Increases Workforce Efficiency
and Safety
Reduces Handling and Storage
Greensorb Caddy is an Effective
and Efficient 5S Spill Solution

COMPANY

SORBENT GREEN
1214 Whiskey Rd, Suite B
Aiken, SC 29803
SorbentGreen.com
Greensorb.com
info@sorbentgreen.com

SOLUTION
Greensorb is an all natural, Multi-purpose, reusable granular
absorbent. Greensorb is strong enough to quickly remove most
spills, oils and other harsh chemicals from the ground. Greensorb
fully encapsulates spills leaving the affected area completely dry
after use and helps reduce down time by allowing faster cleanup
time in facilities. Greensorb will help reduce the cost of materials
needed for spills at the facility and will help increase the efficiency
of the workforce by reducing handling and storage costs of spill
items.
When used as a system with the Greensorb Caddy, Greensorb
brings a facility the most efficient, cost effective and 5S spill
solution. The granular comes in 4 pound shaker bottles, 10 & 25 lbs
buckets, 40 lbs bags, 275 lb drums and 1 ton bulk bags to ensure
every area and facility has a size that helps their need.
Greensorb Caddy filters and cycles Greensorb for reuse during the
spill cleanup process. The unit is conveniently refilled by the
Greensorb GS-40 bag. Dimensions: 20x24x40.

“Greensorb fully encapsulates
spills leaving the affected
area completely dry after use
and helps reduce down time
by allowing faster cleanup
time in facilities. Greensorb
will help reduce the cost of
materials needed for spills at
the facility and will help
increase the efficiency of the
workforce by reducing
handling and storage costs of
spill items.”
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Greensorb absorbs industrial
lubricants, hydraulics, solvents, fuels
like Jet-A, diesel, JP-8 as well as
heating oils, chemicals, paints, acids,
oxidizers, and more.

IMPLEMENTATION
One Greensorb Caddy
System and 2x40 pound
bags of Greensorb granular
in a central area in the shop
will allow for a single
solution to help cut costs
and drive efficiencies in
their facility to help them
focus on what they do best,
get their trucks serviced
and back on the road.

